What Conservatives Tolerate Least
By CS Bennett

Without a doubt, this year's political atmosphere is toxic. The disgust and frustration is real. And
conservatives are the most outraged. The reasons are numerous.
However, there are fundamental grievances we all share. Most of it has to do with the direction this
country is heading in. The rest has to do with the corrupted politicians we placed in office. Finally people
are fed up.
Conservatives are tired of hearing Barack Obama’s and Hillary Clinton’s declarations that 'this is not who
we are'. These two have not the slightest clue who ‘we the people’ are.
Conservatives are tired of talk about the New World Order and becoming good global citizens. We are a
nation with borders John Kerry, and an exceptional nation at that BHO. We have our own culture,
language and traditions.
Another thorn in our hind are establishment republicans who pretend to be conservatives. It insults our
intelligence to no end. We know they are in bed with their democrat counterparts and power and
influence is what they seek.
In addition, conservatives do not want politicians and special interest groups shoving homosexual
tolerance down our throats in the name of PC and civil rights and making us feel as though we are
terrible people for feeling this way.
Professed Christians on the left had better revisited the Bible on this subject. The Almighty in no way
sanctions this practice and lifestyle.
As for our off springs, we will not tolerate our children being indoctrinated into believing we are an
imperial minded nation out to impose our will on others. This is an outright lie. It is not true and has
never been true.
Our brave men and women have died in the name of freedom and liberty. They have given the ultimate
sacrifice for people they have never met. They are our true heroes, not those fake flashy Hollywood
icons whose only purpose is to bring in mega millions for their movie industry and fame and fortune for
themselves.
Furthermore, conservatives do not look favorably on our armed forces members being hog-tied by rules
of engagement that are at best suicidal for them. These rules only serve to provide our enemies comfort
and safe haven. It is another opportunity for them to come at our troops in the most lethal of ways.
On the national debt, we are completely outraged the way our politicians are spending this great

country into ruination, much like drunken sailors on shore leave with unlimited credit cards. We are
leaving our children with no future and no hope.
As God fearing people, we will no longer tolerate continual attacks on our Judeo-Christian traditions and
values while our government praises and promotes Islam. Our women are not going back to the Stone
Age.
On the 2nd Amendment, we cling to our guns because we believe in self-preservation. We are also
uneasy about this push to bring in hundreds of thousands of Islamic refugees and illegal aliens who
believe our government has a clear path for them to become legal citizens.
And spare us the benevolent talk about being caring and compassionate fellow human beings. We know
this is all about getting these people to vote democrat. Besides, the bulk of them are here, not to
assimilate or to adopt our values and traditions, but to undermine us and do us great harm.
On the subject of guns, conservatives demand that politicians stop blaming urban gun violence on guns.
Would they like it any more if we put away our guns and started stabbing one another to death? Our
guns are not in our possession to kill others but rather to keep others from killing us.
When all is said and done, and we are honest in our assessment, we will admit that the problems in our
urban cities lie with failed liberal policies and nothing more.
Last but not in the least, conservatives are beyond angry that establishment types would dare defy 'we
the people' in insisting that they are more qualified to select who our next president should be and not
us. This will never be acceptable nor tolerated by America's tax paying citizens.
Most of all stop spying and collecting pertinent data on us. What we do behind closed doors and what
we say on our private phones and where we go and who we go there with is our business, not the
government’s business.
If our leaders insist on embarking on this path, they will not only face losing their own seats when their
time in office is up but they will risk bringing about this country’s second violent and bloody civil war.
Perhaps our leaders need to take a refresher course on our United States Constitution and reaffirm their
allegiance to the principles this great country was founded on. Most would agree.
On the surface, the rising of the people against its government may not sound American to some but at
its core it is. The US Constitution even addresses this. In closing, know that establishment republicans
have been rightfully put on notice. The message we send to them is this…back off. Thanks, but we will
select our president this time.
Nothing short of this will be tolerated…

